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Inspired by experimental evidence that suggests a strong role of the environment on epistatic interactions, we
used FBA methods to understand these effects on epistatic interactions between metabolic genes in three
different microorganisms: the model bacterium E. coli, the cyanobacteria Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 and the
model green algae, C. reinhardtii. Our analysis throws up a number of novel conclusions. We show that
epistatic interactions are sensitive to changes in environmental condition.

Genes interact in myriad intricate
ways, and a list of active genes
cannot
sufficiently
explain
phenotype. When the effect of the
state of one gene is dependent on
the state of another gene; this
phenomenon is termed epistasis.
Epistasis is evolutionarily important

We find that epistatic interactions are not so much determined by network structure as they are by network
flows. We thus show a significant dependence of metabolic epistatic interactions on environmental conditions.
This has interesting evolutionary implications since it suggests that the specific evolutionary history of an
organism would therefore be highly dependent upon the specific environmental fluctuations that it
encountered.

since epistatic effects affect the
shape of the evolutionary fitness
landscape. A small but significant
contribution to this literature has
come from the FBA field that uses
these computational methods to
search for epistatic interactions via
gene deletions.
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Environmental conditions (174 conditions) change the directionality of
fluxes (negative/positive) shown here by high standard deviation and
coefficient of variation (COV).
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Maximum number of positive
interactions corresponds to maximum
respiratory capacity in E. coli
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 Epistatic interactions are dependent on
carbon source.
 Aerobic growth of Synechocystis and E. coli
with glucose have very similar interactions.
 Dominated by positive interactions (2.5-5
folds). Interactions similar in glycolysis and
oxidative phosphorylation
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if gene deleted,  k  0

S is stoichiometric matrix with i
metabolites & j reactions; c is the
metabolite weightage vector; ν is flux
vector;
k are reactions associated with deleted
gene; α and β are lower and upper bounds
respectively.
µ is to the growth rate of the organism.
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μwt, and μX- are growth rates of wildtype,
the mutant in gene X.
D = RMS distance between interactions.
Np, Nn = number of positive and negative
interactions in nominal growth conditions,
respectively.
N’p, N’n = number of positive and negative
interactions in a growth condition.
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Synechocystis (low light, high light)
C. reinhardtii (low light, high light)
Negative epistasis is dominant under high light

Least number of positive interactions were observed
under anaerobic conditions (C/O ratio tends to infinity)
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Environmental conditions that change the flows can dramatically change the set of
epistatic interactions, and thus the adaptive fitness landscape of the population. The
environmental dependence of epistasis makes the task of piecing together evolutionary
history, and the role of epistasis in it, all the more difficult.

